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SAN JON,

HiPPEnumwrnv
Dr. j. P. Boggs made, a pn
fessional call toGlentio, Tuesday.
Will you be there?
Sayl
Where? At the Quay County
;

.

Fair.
J. L. Hilton ami E. O. WiMame
were San Joa business visitors
Saturday.

Sim Jon

The
Comedy
Company gave a show at this .place
last night which was highly ap
tppeoiated by all in attendance.
Mrs. C. A. Moyer was quite sick
i ne management ot tnis conv
the first of the week,
ipany pride themselves in qresent-- '
ao percent Discount on
ing a clean, refined comedy, and
Oxfords at Mc Daniels.
high class moving picture show.
They have a large well equipped
Frank Bynum. is spending the lent, singers, dancers, comedians,
and acrobats; in fact everything
week at the W. C. Wills home.
that goes to make up a
The Misses Nora Abbott and
show, and keep their audience
Fa ye Jenkins were San Jon ca(ll- - highly entertained
throughout the
ers Thursday.
will
put on .an
evening. They
other
Mrs. Margery Martin 'has 'been
performance tonight, Friday ,
quite poorly at bar heme south and tomorrow night, 'Saturday,
with a complete change of pro
west of town 'lor several weeks.
gram.
Ibe management also
PRAYER MEETING.
stated
that
they will put on a spec
Every Tuesday 2 P. M. Baptist ial three reel
feature of the James
Church. All
are 'invited to
in
Missouri, either tonight
boys
attend.
or tomorrow night,, that will alone
The 7tb annual Quay County be well worth the price of admisFair will be held at Tucumcar sion. Go and take tbe whole
Tuesday and Wednesday, October family and enjoy an evening of
Make your fun sport and amusement.
5th and 6th 1915.
be
there.
plans to

AIM VALLEY.

Trans-Continent-

LooKi

al

Literary Society, Sept.

.

nrst-ola-

SALES AMOUNTING TO ONE
PAY
DOLLAR OR MORE.
CASH AND SAVE MON EY.
We Need the CASH.

17.

Mr. Denton.
Opening address,
r :'.
injection ot oincers. tor ensuing

l&oitatioa.

Rosalie Atkins,
Walter Jennings,
Dolly Grace Aston,
Lillie McDaniel,

1 1 .Waii ic

Aubury Armstrong,
Lillie M. Aston,
Ora McDaniel,
Verdie Williams.
Mr. Fowler.

rs

t,

LOOK!! Look!!!!

FIVE PERCENT CASH DISCOUNT ON ALL SPOT CASH

PROGRAM- -

SHOW HERE.

I have in stock (he Old Reliable
Address,
Also
"Eeering'' row binder.
Xecitation,
Evelyn Atkinson,
hinder twice.
Mrs. Dentcn,
Call and get prices.
C.
J. A. Atkins,
R. Mundeil.
Orville Denton,
C. E. Weldea and Tom Waltrip
iteaiing,
are pulling brocm corn for
. O.
Hattie Freeman,
TiMH 9AS WHO DOES SUL HIS BUS1XKSS , THROUCH HI?
Armstrong this week.
Griffiths.
Ray
UANR, I IW9TANTI.V RECOGNIZED AS A SVSTAMATIC
Hereford Ball For Sale.
Mrs. Owen, Hattie
Song. .
ARK
K VIMOSE
OK SUCCESS
CHANCES
ANI
One yearling thoroughbred
Mrs. Denton, Mrs.
KXCEI.F.NT.
Hereford Ball for sale.
tutts, Fannie Purcell, Mrs. J.
Thk man who does mrv list a bank., is not making
J. T. White.
I. Deoiau.
SHE MOST OF MI OWORl'C.VITlES.
PY F. Haaophal returned Mon- A COl)IAt WELCOME AWAIltf VOL' A.T THW BAKr.
day from tint plains where fce has
oeen w wsws ue past two weeks.
,I0O Reward. $100
I htm toaght the D. H. Jones
Arthur Summers and Mr. Cost
Tbe iraader of tliii pupxr will b
iicwea tto learn Uit thoe .is M least ont
Do you know we can give you a lrded dlseaaa 'that aoleai nag been
Registered Fetch eron Stallion, of Brinkman. Oklahoma, visited
kbit to cure In all lt
.and that la
which I am standing at my place at the Z. T. McDaniel home Fri club of from three to four popular. !trfh. Sail's Catarrhatares,
Cun tm the onlv
boaltlv onra now known to the medical
OF. TUCUMCARI.
io San Jon. Fee Jto. "ti iiure day 0f last week.
Mr. Summers magazines' in combination wifb fratBsnltr- Catarrh 'being a constitutional
aUaaw, requires a. coDdtitutlonat
the SENTINEL for only Jx.25.
Sail' Catarrh Cure hi taken
living colt. Care will be taken to js a cousin of Mrs. McDaniel.
actfna; .dlraoay aaa te blood
no)
office
Come
our
accidents
will
to
but
and
tthe system, there- aucausaurfaeosof
see
be
not
prevent
in drilling a wel
copies ay
: J.
tne AMincBttoa or me dieaescroyKi
"
of
the
We have '53 leaae. UHLajrvin' the patient strancth by
inagaxincs
retfaatfbi ahoali ny occur.
JO 00.
on his place north of town bad the
Capital and SurpJuss
ana assisting
frHarmmiar cwsotutioa
Its worst; The tortMrletoTfl
J. .A; AtkbsT misfortune toMbse he "tfrilPtool different olofw to 'serexttomr
''y,;"':
iasIN so mneh faith in Ita earatlve powers that they offer One Hundred Donars
W. C. Will and j: :R'! Haynes una it ioukcu 101 a nine imc u
tor any ease that It falls to sore. Send
for list of testimorHalft.
made a business trip to the plains would not be able 1o get their out
.
Address: P. J. CHENEY A CO.,
O.
tor
Subscribe
the
Sentinel
Sold by all Druggists. 7So.
f
a
of
after
deal
Imdr
Tuesday
wheat without a great
expense.
Xsks HsU's Family Pills tow sattlpatlon,
taking up a load of r.'ater mtlioiis. We rejoice witn Jim mat tie was
successful! in recovery of the tools
FOR SALE
,
ST.
One 6pan 800 pound mare nuiies aid tbe bringing in of a fine wel
fibfj;
for sa)e at 150. nine miles south of water on his homestead.
STEAM HEAT AND BATH
!ja
of Bard.
contest work
CLEAN COMFORTABLE
PLACE
500 ft White Fiber Sheathing
J. I). Hendrix.
t l.oo
COME and .SEE US.
to this office,
Notary Public
"
Red
Rosin
ft
500
Rates 50 & 73 cts. Kosais
Cameron, N. Ilex.
by week- or
r Square Blue plaster board paper
mortOLi
San Jon
Rev. W. L. Massegee of Good
A, Warmuth left for Wichita
I1.25
D.
J.
" i Ply Cirtaintoed iRoofing
Lovelady.. i'rop
1
Mew Mex.
Fails, Texas, Wednesday, ta per. night, Texas, filled, his .brothers
$2.75
Tucumcari,
Nevv
1
2
feet bis naturalization
papers. appointment at Endee, Snnday, as
....S2.50
was engaged
He will stop in Amaril.'o, to atterd Rey. B. Q.
Coal
Car
85.50 Per Tom
At ths Var.
in a meeting at Quay, where be
to some business.
closed a oucoessfnl revival Sunday I
D. Griffiths
Lumber Company.
I have
Good line of
night, having 0 candidates for
Paints, I am dosing baptism Sunday, W. L. visited i
with his brother and family at San
V.JJ.-- C.
out
cost.
E.
Jon, untill Tuesday morning when
On
fiallway Investments
an job
urtig tore hi and brotber B. Q. and family
PresWent Wilson, recently referring to oirr raiircad
to
Goodnight Texas,
m j. m. rarris, of Plain., met returned
problem; tatd in part: "They are indispensable to
wnere
trie
will enter
brotders
our whole economic lite and railway securities are at
with a serious aceidtnt Wt4nes
school for the present year. Rev.
the very heart of most Investments, large and small public
day evening, while coroinu dowi
and private, by individuals and by institutions.
B. Q. will continue as pastor on
ine eaprock toad south &f this
There is no other interest so central to the business welthis charge, and we hope, be and
fare of tbe country, as this. Ko doubt, in tbe light of the
place witn about 65 ; bus Lei of
will return to our communi
ww day, with its maw undcrstandtaga, the problem of the
wheat.'
While on one of the family
railroads wJH also be met and dean with in a spirit of
after
the close of school.
trades tbe breaet $Uup hrolc on ty
candor and justice."
.
A "Booster Club'' from TucumWhen the first citizen of the land stresses the importone of tbe horses, vt'uizh 'Caused
ance
of
understanding and dealing Justly with the railthe wagoato rum.u-otbe bank cari boosting for the Quay County
roads, certainly the American nlowman can venture unon
a
their
own
(and
side'
oareful study of the problem. C. E. Schaff, president of tbe M. K. ft T.
individual
a the upper
of the road, up. Fair,
company, when asked to outline the relation of tbe public to railsetting the wagon load of wheat interests on the side), made a stop railway
roads investments, said in part:
of
a couple hours ia San Jon,
io tbe road on top of Mr. Harris.
"ft nay be said that the railroad world In tirnmhrd with a tnt of
phantoms which exist only in the Dooaiar fancy For instance. Npcmk
This frightened the team which at Wednesday, as they wejre return- there
hare been a few
'railroad magnates' whose names have figured
once ran away, with the wagon, ing from a tour of tbe plains.
prominently in flnanedmanv neonle hare come tAfceiievA that tht railrnailfl
of the country are largely owned by a few ricn men. As a matter of fact
dragging tbe wagon off over the The party were making tbe trip in
A SpLENDll OPPORTUNfTY
nothing ceuid he farther from the tnrtn. Out ef the colossal sum of
OR
wheat leaving Mr.. Harrh buried three automobiles and was made billion dollars of American railroad securities, lass than flva tur rent latwenty
now.
or
ever
in the hands of these men who have figured prominently in
has
been,
of
the
underneath the grain". It waa
up
following gentlemeo.
the newspaper headlines while the other 95 oer cent is in tho hands of nf
.10 minutes beiore Mr. Har. Harry fl. tacElroy) Frank Ward,
two munon investors, large and small, who in manv Instances have uut the
ris was able to frse bvnsfjf from H. Bdnero, C. If. Meeker,' J. W. modest savings of a lifetime Into these securities in order that they might
lay away a competency for old aee. When. threfnT tha vain nt fhoa
SAN JON, tlie Most Beantirully Located
Ibe pile of wheat, and could not Smith,1 C. S. Shaw. Rev. E. I. securities
depressed or perchance destroyed, the hardship is a hundredTow, and in the
fold
thousands
upon
ot
greater
every day citizens, than upon the handful of
stand alone after sein? nut being Hoering, and Tom Lawson.
Finest
Valley in Eastern Quay County, New , Mexico, h Lo
millionaires, good or bad, who have figured prominently in railroad cirolea.
burt internally, and quite UMy They visited the Saa JonJ school
Hunareas or millions of dollars of the assets of our great life and Cre
cated About the Center of tbe Valley, ' and
Insurance companies, savings banks, trust companies, educational and fiduciary
skinned and bruhtd about the w a body and Attorney McElroy
thepriricipal
Institutions are invested in railroad bonds and 'the moment, therefore, that
face., His bautbw S. H. Ifr.rm.l and Rev. Hoering each made a the soundness of these bonds Is called into question
of
the valley.
trading point
the financial
of
these myriad Institutions directly affecting the welfare of millions solidity
who also had a in::; of wneat canic uhort talk to the school.
of policyThey holders
'
"
and Bank depositors Is gravely menaced, v Dtrrtng the last several
''
'V'V
f
'.
w dis rescue, crt na '3 tx.n io had been making a tour of the yean, many, millions
of dollars representing' depredated values, have been
for
WritR
pricps,. terma .and;
charged olf'the books of concerns like those enumerated above. American
Mr. Height's pn at jf. loot of plains, visiting Plfcin, Grady,
railroads hare become a vital part of the very woof ani fabric of the nation.
descriptive literature to
:
the hill and Dr. ); -- .: (".1. riff), Cameron, and other points.
Their continued efficiency Is absolutely essentia! to tie smallest commmlty
in the lanA ,..;who reaaed his ,4
s,,
..
Mr.' They repot ted crops better this
at
the raflroads our ttawa fatt twt raarely upon
HERHAN-QERHARDblindly
Btrfting
Harris was taken o
I" in on year, through the section which
who hare committed no wrong, but, m the last
mgr., Tucwwicaf, .V. M.
analysis, upoir ourselves,
we
should remember how interdependent we have come to be in this mighty
auto.and at lasrt
- tll8y ha" faversed, than any pre- uufw;
republic of ours fliat each ia In truth become more and more his brother's
vk-jyear, and exhorted all to be Keeper, and that we need to act and think
fering quite a H" f,;
circumspectly, lest In our mistaken
NJ- r- WHITE. Local
in attendance at tbe Quay County real we destroy those who, like ourselves, need whatever of this wor'dV
A?t
San Jon.N. M.
Webjcpe Mr.
we
0? yaarj J&s fcegueatjied tpttjajn."
tail
foods
.swftit
gad
soon Ijiuecovafi.
Fair, pctol.er jstb. ad 0rjj.
-
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7th ANNUAL QUAY COUNTY FAIR,
Tucumcari, October 5th :$md 6th.
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LIMO

MAKERS

ARE

KEPT

a
on the Jnb that they sii
i"
watch
The visit
part of b:

BUSY

ro'itlne.
As we were on nusir.M we did ant
von whisper. Preferably all th whispering would be done by any tJerruan
patrol out to have a look at our barbed
wire and that would give the German away.

Silence and tbe stnrllght and the
t
wheat; but yes. there was
war. You board gun fire half a mile,
perhaps a mile away, and raising your
head you saw tbe auroras of light from
bursting shells. At Intervals, as If set
by clock work with Teutonic system,
flarej rose from the German trenches
We beard at our backs faintly
snatches of talk from our trenches and
falutly In front the talk from the German trenches which sounded rather
inviting and friendly from both side.
like that around some camp fire on
the plains.
dew-mois-

'

s

i

1

Cj?

v

mmil

it

ii

J

3

II

I

i

i

Tba manufacture or artmctal iimos Das grown rapidly since tbe war
began. This is a scene In a factory wbere legs and arms are being made
tor maimed German soldiers.

WHEN LIFE GROWS

INTERESTING
MUCH

ill

in

I
I

id
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Night Visit to the Trenches Interestingly Described by Frederick
Palmer When the Human Soldier Fox Comes Out of His Warren and Sneaks Forth on the Lookout for Prey Flares of

Light Only Evidence of Proximity of Hostile Force.
Sometimes a patrol hears a fusillade

PALMER.
International News Service.
By FREDERICK

British Headquarters, France.

t

MUD

AS

FERTILIZER!

Remains of Shellfish Secure
Fertility to Poorest and Most
Exhausted Soil.

Organic

Consul Frank iVedmeyer. writes
from t'harlottetowti. P. K. I.. Canada
In most of the hays indftiting the
shores of Prince Kdward island are
fjund extensive deposits of mussel
mud.
'orally, being organic
remains of countless generations of

ayxters, mussels, clams, and other bl
vaUes of the ocean, and of crustac
eroua animals generally. The shells
usually more or less intact, are found
imbedded in dense deposits of mud
like substance and this combination is
a fertilizer of high value and potency
It supplies small quantities of phos
An ordinary
phates and alkali on.
dressing of it secures fertility In a
striking manner to the poorest or most
Visiting Not In Order,
exhausted soil. The shells decay slow
It seemed quite within the bounds ly, year by
year, throwing off a film
of probability that you might have of fertilizing stuffs. The deposits
crawled on over and said: "Howdy
around Prince Edward Island vary
to the Germans; but before you could from five to twenty-fiv- e
feet In depth.
present your visiting card, and by the They are taken up by dredging matime you- reached the edge of their chine, worked from rafts In summer
barbed wire, if not sooner, you would or from the ice in winter.
have been shot into a pulp This was
just tbe kind of a diversion from
I10.COO Conscience Fund.
trencn monotony the Germans were
Ten thousand dollars was added to
looking for.
the treasury department's conscience
"Well, shall we go back?" asked tbe fund the other day when a special de
officer.
livery letter from New York, containThere seemed no particular purpose ing that sum in currency, was received
In spending the night flat on the earth at Secretary of the Treasury McAdoo's
looking into a wall of wheat wttb your office.
ears cocked like a pointer dog. Be- "While the sender has paid double
sides, be bad other duties to attend to, to tbe L'aited States the amount he
this pleasant alert youngster who bad stole, yet bis conscience is not satis
left home to fight and die for England. fied, and here's another payment," read
exacting duties laid down by tbe col' a letter accompanying the contribu
one) as the result of trench experience tion.
in bis responsibility for the command
This Is the third largest contribu
tion to the conscienc i fund. Some
of a company of men
It happened as we crawled back Into contributions are as low as a penny.
the trench that a fury of shots broke
Never.
out from a point along tbe line two
Some people are always saying
or three hundred yards away vicious.
sharp shots on the still night ai-r- There ought to be something done
stabbing, merciless death in their about It," but tbey never do anything
sound.
Oh, yes, there was war in themselves.
France, unrelenting, shrewd, tireless,
war. A touch of suspicion anywhere
Whom He Dreads.
along that quiet trench and a swarm
It Isn't the girl who grows indignant
of hornets poured forth.
when be tries to kiss ber that a man
dreads. It is tbe one who laughs at
him.
SHARK PLAYS THE DENTIST
Portable Hostelry.
Line In Gleason's Mouth When It At
"When I landed I took the car for a
tacked Bait Gleason Loses
hotel."
Front Tooth.
"What a singular mistake!" Boston

Serve it especially when
you want everything nice
There r many varieties cf ceffoe
and Just as many varieties cf flavor.
Very few people are able to tell these
varieties apart merely from appearance.
There la a way, however, for you to
be aore of tha coffee you buy. Over
a million other women get good coffee
every time they make it, by using
Arbuckles' Coffee.

-

l!

ill

MUSSEL

night

from both sides sweeping past him.
"Follow me."
We climbed out of the ditch and
stooped low. We were In the midst
of a tangle of barbed wire protecting
the trench front which was faintly visible in tbe hedge, as it were, kept
open for just such purposes as this.

Is always the time in the trenches
when life grows more interesting and
death more likely.
"It's dark enough, now," said tbe
young officer who was my host.
"We'll go out with the patrol."
By day the slightest movement of When the patrol returned it closed the
the enemy is easily and instantly de- gate again.
"Look out for that wire Just there.
tected; the light keeps the combatants
to the warrens which protect them Do you see it?"
from shell and bullet fire. At night
"Everything to keep the Boches off
there is no telling what mischief the our front lawn except 'Keep off the
enemy may be up to. At night you grass,' signs."
It was utterly still a warm summust depend upon the ear rather than
the eye for watching. Then the hu- mer's night without a catspaw of
man soldier fox comes out of his war- breeze stirring.
Through the dark
ren and sneaks forth on the lookout curtain of the sky in a parabola risfor prey. At night both sides are on ing from tbe German trenches swept
the prowl.
a brilliant sputter of red light one
"Trained owls would be the most of the flares which tbe Germans used
valuable scouts we could have," said by the millions to assist them in their
the young officer. "They would be night watches. Machine guns, mortars,
more useful than aeroplanes In lo- bombs, flares and guns of all calibers
cating tbe enemy's gun positions. A tbe Germans keep everything in their
properly reliable owl would come locker in mechanical appliances which
back and say a German patrol was will economize human force.
This
out in the wheat field at such a point was coming as straight toward us as
and we would wipe out that German ii u nau Deen aimed at us. It cast a
patrol with a machine gun."
searching, uncanny red glare over the
These young officers who fill tbe tall wheat in head between the
gaps left by the old, do not leave their trenches.
fancy behind when they enter tbe
"Get down," whispered the officer.

trenches.
Just Take the Hint
We turned into a side trench an
It
seemed
sort of foolish to grovel
off
the main street leading out of
alley
before a piece of fireworks. There was
the front toward tbe Germans.
no firing In our neighborhood, nothing
"Anybody out?" he asked a soldier
to indicate a state of war between the
who was on guard at the end of it.
British empire and Germany, no visual
"Yes, two."
evidence of any German army anyIn
Paris.
Prowling
where in France except that flare.
Of course, there were two anyhow. However, if a
guide who knows as
All prowling is done in pairs at least much about war as this
one knew,
man
One
can help his comrade if be Bays to get down when
you are out
Is wounded or bring back the news if between two lines of
machine guns
he is dead.
and rifles between the fighting: now- It is the business of every man on ers of England and Germany you take
guard to know where the patrol goes, the hint.
The flare sank into the
so as not to fire in that direction. earth a few
yards away after a last insulting ugly fling of red light in our
faces.
EMMANUEL AT THE FRONT
"What if we had been seen?"
"They'd have combed the wheat in
this neighborhood thoroughly and
they might have got us."
"It's hard to believe," 1 suggested.
SO It was, he
agreed. That was the
exasperating thing about it. Always
hard to believe, perhaps, until after
all the cries of, wolf the wolf came
until after nineteen flares the twentieth revealed to the watching enemy
the figure of a man above the wheat
when a dozen irifle and perhaps a
machine gun suddenry" troke the silence of night by concentrating on a
target.
Then there might be another name
on the British casualty list,'' which
meant an
officer or soldier
whom his country bad trained was
transferred from the asset to the liability column of the ledger. Keeping
cover from German flares Is a part of
the minute, painstaking economy of

Savannah, Ga. The Bhark common
ly known as the "hog shark" in native
waters is now fully qualified as a
dentist or, in other words, tbe big
fiBh pulled a molar in real approved
style. A local bank official was tbe
man who underwent tbe experience ,of
having bis tooth whisked out of hfs
face. Here's tbe way it happened:
He Is Mr. P. F. Gleason of tbe Ger- mania bank force. He was In a launch
Warsaw sound. While fishing be
placed the line in his mouth, holding
between his teeth. There was a
sudden terrific tug as a shark grasped
the bait, and the tooth, exactly In front
in the upper gum, was torn out

Transcript
Accurate Clock.
accurate is an astronomical
clock In Germany that after 18. years
of use its error was only one second.
So

Quite Likely,
"What made Bill' go off so
lently?"
"I guess be was loaded."

vio- -

The trouble with Diogenes was not
that there were no honest men, but
that he tried to find them with a
Women employed In the United
In Philadelphia have
asked for a 25 per cent increase in
pay.

States arsenal

DCLLY

st.

SEES

LONG

SERVICE

Louis Delivery Horse Had Been In

Harness for Thirty-twYears.

o

St. Louis. Dolly, a delivery horse
which bad been In the service of the
Kane grocery store In Alton for 32
years, died recently.
Tbe horse was so well acquainted
with the route and the customers dur
ing her many years of service that
she did not need to be told wbere to
make stops, and drivers could make
their deliveries without touching tbe
lines.
The horse was a pet of Kane who
died a few years ago. In compliance
with Kane's request the horse was
led behind tbe bearse In the funeral
procession.

WAS MORMON'S LEGAL WIFE

The attempt to form a separate In
ternational union for the bartenders
was voted down at the recent conven
tion at San Francisco.
Sweden is increasingly using kero
sene and gasoline motors.

MTith Arbuckles', you too can get
the sparkling color and fine, full flavor
that make thi e the coffee over a million
women delight In serving, especially

when they want everything particu
larly nice. Get a package of Arbuckles
and
either whele bean or ground
know why more cf it is used than
any other packaged coffee.
Make your coffee earn
'

lovely sifts

Save the denature en ever? Arbaetle
wrapper. Get beautiful, useful flits artl-clyou have always wanted. Arbucklea
premiuma are almost ee famous aaa
Coffee. In one year we gave war
over a million of one premium alone I Send
for our big Premium Catalog ehowing ljtfol
eur most popular premiums. Write today
to Arbuckle bres, 71- - U Water St, M. V.

Thilisthli

Better than ever

HE NEEDED PLENTY OF ROOM
And

Willing to Pay for Two
as One Didn't Seem to
Serve.

Waa

During the run of a play at the
theater in New York last winter a wobbly person teetered up to
the box office one Saturday night
when the place was packed and demanded a good seat.
"Nothing left except standing room,"
sand the box office man. "Sell you
standing room for a dollar."
The wavering one produced a dollar
and went inside. But so many general
admissions were grouped at the rear
that over the Intervening hedge of
heads he caught only vagrant glimpses
of what went on upon the stage.
He foggily considered tbe situation
for a spell. Then he rocked his weaving way back to the box office window
and put a second dollar on the shelf.
"Gimme nozzlr one of them standln'
rooms," be ordered; "can't see the
show at all if you only got one." Saturday Evening Post.
Cohan

GETS
Two-Cen- t

ORDER

MONEY

Balance Is Paid Through
press Company by Kansas
Woman,

Tbe smallest money order ever made
out by the agent for the local express
company was given to a woman to pay
r
on an account owed to a
house, according to a Blackwell story
printed In the Ardmoreite. The woman had received a letter from the mailorder house notifying ber that she
owed the firm two cents. Indignant
and unable to realize the spirit that
would prompt any one to mail a bfll
for two cents, the woman decided that
a post office stamp would not suffice
and that only a money order would do.
The fee or the order was three cents
and the postage stamp necessary to
carry it cost two cents more, so that
t
with the
postage stamp that
carried the bill to the woman seven
cents was expended In collecting a
t
debt. Kansas City Journal.
mail-orde-

two-cen-

two-cen-

Modern

Hero-Worshi-

"What's the big celebration? Con- quering hero or something?"
Willing to Oblige.
"No. One of the town boys mur
"Nora," said the mistress to the
new servant, "we always want our dered a fellow some years back an'
he's just been declared sane by a
meals promptly on the hour."
"YIs, mum. An' if I miss th" first jury. That's the reception committee." Buffalo Express.
hour shall I wait for th' next?"
The man who says he is glad he is
Poverty Is said to be a sure cure
married Is either an optimist or a for dyspepsia, but the cure may be
liar.
worse than the disease.
'

Australia and New Zealand are the
From one family in France 72 men
Alaska Is 14 times as large as the
nlisted for the European war.
countries.
state of New York.
greatest

Vigor
A

determination to "get
ahead is found in every
action of the successful man
or woman.
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Vigor of body and brain comes principally from
the food one eats.

1
'

t

able-bodie- d

lf

Is the regular morning ration for thousands
who

and who

war.

Ever on the Watch.
We crawled on slowly through the
wheat, taking care to make no noise
till we brought up behind two soldiers
lying fiat on the earth with their rifles
in hand ready to fire instantly. It was
their business not only to see the
I
enemy first, but to shoot first and to
-.
capture or kill any German patrol.
The king of Italy mdunted'on one The officer spoke to them: thev an.
of his favorite chargers. The pres- swered. It was unnecessary for thom
ence of the king bas Imbued his sol- to say that they had not seen
diers with great confidence and enIf they had we should h0,
ergy. Tbe king bas bad several nar- known it
row escapes from death while watchHe was oat there less to icmit hi- -..
self than to make sure that they were
ing shell M.

J

any-thin-

bow that a

to success.
Mrs.. Bertha Eccles of Ogden, Utah,
legal wife of the Mormon multimillionaire timber and sugar man, David
Eccles This picture of Mrs. Eccles
was taken just after she left the stand
as a witness In the suit of Mrs.
Margaret Geddes for a share of the
millionaire's estate for her son, of
whom she alleged Eccles to be the
father. She won her case. Tbe decision affects no less than 6,')oo per
sons In Utah who have been born in
plural wedlock.
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clear brain and
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1 Clothespin Manufacture a
hi
sylvania Industry.
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If Your Liver Is Sluggish or Bowed
Liver Tone." It'i Fine!
"Dodson't
Take
Constipated
Tou're bilious! Your liver Is slug- sluggish liver better than a dot of
gish! You feel lazy, dizzy and all nasty calomel and that It won't mak

Don't Lose

Humble Domestic Article Forms Vslu.
able
of the Hardwood
Mills Work Glvea Employment to Many.

B MIIG DH

a Day's Work!

knocked out Your bead Is dull, your
tongue la coated: breath bad; stomach
sour and bowels constipated. But don't
The manufacture of the humble take salivating calomel. It makes you
clothespin Is a considerable industry sick, you may lose a day's work.
in the mountains of Pennsylvania,
Calomel la mercury or quicksilver
where hardwood Is still being cut In which causes necrosis of the bones.
In the hardwood Calomel crashes into sour bile like
large quantities.
mills in central Pennsylvania
the dynamite, breaking It up. That's when
you feel that awful nausea and cramp-lug- clothespin form a valuable
the waste from maple and ash lumber
If you want to enjoy the nicest, genbeing used to manufacture the little
implement of domesticity.
Large tlest liver and bowel cleansing you
quantities of American clothespins ever experienced Just take a spoonful
have been shipped yearly to Germany, of harmless Dodson's Liver Tone. Your
Austria and other foreign countries. druggist or dealer sells you a
Manufacturers state that, due to the bottle of Dodson's Liver Tone under
war, the greater portion of their for- my personal money-bacguarantee
eign trade has been discontinued. The that each spoonful will clean your
trade slump has been felt In the Pennsylvania mountains, where the clothes- a day, although come systematic workpin makers are not working as steadily ers pack under pressure 250 boxes
as usual.
daily.
In some mills, the culls, sorted out
Native Pennsylvanlans are employed
exclusively in the clothespin industry, by the packers, are saved and mar
and they earn fairly good wages, most keted in the United States. The
of the operatives working by the clothespin market varies, the factory
Mfcili
U
Winfm'ft'i
fr't- vrfnir t ''
"iYrif'''iv' '"'l im'tiIi (mmum
eettlnc anywhere from 45 to 75 cents
piece.
It takes a dozen
more rapid oper- a box for Its product. One factory
Not only did the food supply fall in Mexico City, but for days at a time the water supply was cut off and
at all wells water was sold at a high price. The photograph shows one of those wells, the owner of which was ations to turn a piece of hardwood into ships three carloads of clothespins
a clothespin, which is ready to be weekly to the New York brokers.
Jyted by force In order that the poor people might get water.
The machinery used was Invented
shipped from the mountains to the
New York broker, who distributes the by a Pennsylvanlan, who revolution
GERMANS ENJOY A STOP IN POLAND
smooth slit pin throughout be world. ized the clothespin industry, and deStrips from boards are conveyed from veloped into the "Clothespin King."
clothesthe hardwood mill to the pin mill, He started the first rapid-firwhere the strips are cut into small pin mills In the vicinity of Kane, Pa.,
cubes. The cubes are soaked or putting to profitable use much wood
steamed in the upper room of the mill which otherwise would have been
V,
and then thrown into chutes leading to burned as waste.
the turning machines. Girls run the
Realistic Illustration.
turning machines, which eat up thou"Here's a good stabbing story."
sands of the little blocks hourly.
The girls must be nimble of finger,
"Then use plenty of cuts with It"
for it is necessary to keep the feeding
Don't kick because your neighbor
canal tight with blocks in order to
prevent the pieces of wood from flying gets a bigger salary than you do. He
about. The machinery in a clothespin is probably worth more to his boss.
mill vibrates tremendously, the noise
In the mill being deafening.
Up to the time a girl is thirty she
From the turning machines the lit- looks for a rich husband. After that
tle blocks go to the slotting machines, she looks for a husband.
which are also run by girls, although,
Experience is a great teacher, but
occasionally, boys are put on them
when girls are not to be had. These even experience can't teach some
machines are as noisy, but not as dusty, as the turning machines. No dust
absorbers are found in the clothespin
In 189S lathers In Boston made $15
mills and the gears of the machines for a
week. They now receive
are not protected. As the blocks are 128.60 for a
week.
wet when they are put through the
Scene in Russian Poland when a German infantry company halted in the course of a hot and hard march machines the sawdust does not fly, the
A man seldom saves any money
dust In the mills arising from accumu- after marriage unless he has a wife
Jong enough to permit the tired soldiers to refresh themselves with a swim in a stream.
lated sawdust which has dried out.
who saves It for him.
machines
From
the
the
pins
slotting
FAMOUS TOWER A WAR RUIN
LIBERTY BELL AT SAN FRANCISCO
There is a time In the life of near
go into driers. When they are thoroughly deled the little sticks are con- ly every man when most ot his money
veyed to polishing drums and rapidly goes to the support of a race horse.
revolved In soapstone, which gives
A woman's pleasures often beget
them their marketable smoothness.
From the polishing drums they are heartaches; a man's headaches.
taken to a washer, where the soap- stone is cleaaed off, and they go again
Ontario's 1911 dairy products were
to a drier. From the drier they are valued at $103,381,854.
conveyed to the packing room, where
Beaaty is only skin deep and lots of
girls with quick fingers, pieceworkers,
wisdom Is likewise.
pack them In boxes of 600, the girls
receiving one cent a box for their
Turkey knows no old maids.
work, the pacfters averaging 150 boxes
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you sick.
Dodson's Liver Tone Is real liver
medicine. You'll know It next mora
Ing because you will wake up feeling
fine, your liver will be working, your
headache and dizziness gone,, your
stomach will be sweet and your bowels
regular. You will feel like working;
you'll be cheerful; fall of vigor and
ambition.
Dodson'a Liver Tone Is entirely
vegetable, therefor harmless and can
not salivate. Give It to your children!
Millions ot people are using Dodson's
Liver Tone Instead of dangerous caK
ome) now. Your druggist will tell you
that the sale of calomel is almost
stopped entirely here.
GOES THROUGH THE MOTIONS
But Smokers Will Wonder How That
Tobaccoless Pipe Must Taste
to Him.

M. Maeterlinck la among those who
have freed themselves from the bandage of tobacco by means of a curious
artifice. According to his biographer,
M. Gerard Harry, "without the help
of tobacco be seemed laespable of receiving Inspiration .or, crystallizing It
in words. If he has not overcome the
need, be has outflanked Jt Smoking,
he noticed, bad lost its virtue as a
stimulant, and Instead of rousing the
brain to activity, as at first, bad come
to disturb Its functions; so now, in
lieu of ordinary tobacco, be fills his
bowl with a denicotlnized preparation,
tasteless indeed, but harmless. His
pipe is still always alight when the
pen is busy, but It is hardly more now
than a mere subterfuge Intended to
cheat and so satisfy an irresistible
mechanical craving." London
.

Mammoth Cave In Idaho.
About tweaty-eigb- t
miles from
Boise City, Idaho, there has been discovered what is believed to be the
largest cave la that part ot the Northwest, and the largest In Idaho. It
measures nearly half a mile in length,
that is from its mouth to the lake. Of
course it may be that long again, but
owing to the lake It is impossible to
get the exact length without a boat
The government Is unaware of Its existence, as it Is located on unsurveyed
land and In an exceedingly desolate
region. Should the government become aware of Its whereabouts II
would immediately claim it
Where Brass Is Made.
per cent of the brass In
dustry of this country Is In the territory around Waterbury. Conn. The
United States brass industry com
prises 55 to 60 per cent of that of
the world.
Eighty-tw-

o

True.
"What Is efficiency, paT"
"A much overworked word,
boy."

IWlWIIilllfilWailMIIMWllW

"Native daughter" of, California kissing the Liberty Bell after It had com'
pleted its triumphant journey to the Panama-Pacifiexposition. It has been
installed in the Pennsylvania building to remal until December 1.
c

BARRICADES

IN

ALSATIAN

The ancient and historical tower of
Rawa on the River Rawka, in Russian
Poland, bb it appeared after the bom'
bardment by artillery and infantry thai
resulted In the capture of the city
by the Germans,
Building a Molasses Ship.
AnotheY large shipbuilding contract
obtained by the Gore River Shipbuilding corporation has been announced.
It is a tank steamer for the Cuban

VILLAGE

Distilling company and

Is

A Delightful
Treat

a sister ship

of the steamer now in course of construction at the yards, which will be

called the Cubadlst The newer ship
contracted for is to be 389 feet long,
64 feet 6 Inches beam, 32 feet 6 Inches
depth and 9,000 tons displacement. It
will be capable of carrying 2.503.0OU
gallons of molasses. About a :nr
will be required to construct th. ves-

Posit

sel.

The contract is the second received
within two weeks, the former being
. mono-tocargo capacity freight
steamer for Edgar E. Luckenbach of
New York. The yard now has about
n

8,000 employees.

I.IJ1- -

5J
These stone barricades were erected by the Germans in the Alsatian
tillage of RequleviHe, after it had beea taken from the French.

Boston

Transcript

This Fish Is Educated.
Th.ndore Sham, a fisherman of San
owner
dusky, Ohio, claims to be the
of the only educated carp In existence. Sharp says the carp, which
wnen
weighs nearly 40 pounds and
a
to
resembles
water
the
out of
rv.rt rfpirree a fat hoc. wll! come to
him when he whistles: that It will eat
out of his hand and that when he is
out in a boat will follow blm around,
swimming close astern near the sun

lac

Toasiies
and cream

Dainty, delicious morsels of white Indian corn,
toasted to a delicate brown. An appetizing dish
served with cream or crushed fruit

"Toasties" are ready to eat direct from packageBreakfast, lunch or supper Enjoyed by old

tad

young, and

Th Mariory Ungen99
Grocers ererywliere teD Post Toastiefc

my
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oa the market since July snd the
people who copy each srrcptable
fashion In large qualities are alri-adest Way to Destroy PoekttQoshers
at work. Soon the shops will offer
Is by Poisoned Bait, More the
them as the firt and most authorltai
PARIS OPENINGS PUT OFF UNTIL
Prevent Attacks of Flies Which
Young Are Weaned.
tlve Ideas In winter fashions. Whether;
FIRST OF AUGUST.
or not thry prove to bo all that thclri
Produce Maggots in Sheep.
Pocket-gopherare serious garden
agents claim for them Is a doubt thati
and orchard pests In some parts of
will not deter hundreds of women!
the country. These animals are pro Flattened
from buying them, bfcause they are at
In
Advsnce
Hinted
st
Hips
Cuts and Injurlss Rccttved In Shear vided with a pocket-likpouch on
hand and fall clothes are always needOverto
Models
Sliver
Lining
each side of the head. The pouches
ing and Allowing Dirt to Aced as soon as the first chill makes Its
shadowing Cloud of Full
are outside, Independent of the mouth
cumulate Are Two Things Fa
appearance, except by those lucky
Skirts.
and, contrary to the belief of many,
in
Attacks of "Fly." '
who always find a suit or a frock
ones
Summer
voring
That
Washington
Spend
Songbirds
are not used for carrying dirt out of
left over from the preceding season;
the burrows but for carrying food,
The majority of the leading houses which
(By M. C. MILLER.)
happens to fill tbe first neces-- i
There exists a good deal of differ The presence of mounds of earth In tn Paris put off the dress openings of sity.
Certain varieties of songbirds come to Washington for
UASHINQTON. month only, and at present numbers of these visitors can ence In opinion as to the particular garden, orchard or lawn Indicates the the season until the first of this
Thejce Is a strong tendency In each;
or month, although we were promised all
be seen In the city parks, In the grounds of the capltol, White House or "fly" responsible for the "maggotlng" presence of either a pocket-gophe- r
of the fashions that are advanced as
agrlcultaral department They are of sheep. It Is popularly supposed a mole. The burrow of the gopher Is the news of clothes by the second forerunners of what is to come In
recognised both by their tuneful to be caused by the common "blow sometimes left open temporarily, week of July.
toward flattened hips. Fon,
What the reason was for the change October
songs and by their vivid coloring. fly" or "flesh fly." The exact kind of which is not the case with that of a
few
months we have grown,
the
last
The summer birds hare bright reds, fly is, however, of more Interest to mole. Pocket-gopher- s
are largely noc In dates whether the paucity of
in that spot; we have
American buyers in Paris early in tbe quite large
yellows, green and blues In their the entomologist than to the sheep turnal in their habits above ground,
of sllmnessl
Hawks and owls, foxes, weasels and month of July, or the difficulty of get- avoided any appearance to
coats, In marked contrast to the sober man, and whatever Ita name and variover
ourselves
and
gathers)
given
grays and browns of those which fly ety, we know at least something about the common house cat prey upon the ting ready a new set of models after
and plaits at the waist line. This
about during the drearier months of the circumstances under which the at- pocket-gopherIs
tbo
It
probable, too, the manufacturers had depleted
all but the
the year. The warblers, thrushes, tack occurs.
that the larger snakes devour them, first set Is of little importance to fashion was deplored by as
all the
A No. O steel trap may be set In the question at large; the result is excessively slender, yet
Tireos, tanagers, swallows and orioles
We know something, too, about the
make up this summer colony which method of preventing attack If we the burrow by digging down a foot very satisfying to those buyers and models called for a certain amount
settles In the heart of the city and In could always persuade the farmers to or more behind a newly made mound, sellers who want new clothes for the of fullness from waist to ankles there
seemed no other way to arrive at it
Its many beautiful suburbs beyond. put It Into practice, and also of a good The top of the trap should be on
winter and not for the summer.
a wide circular sklrti
of
side
the
little
that
are
a
floor
The warblers
The one thing that the specialists except through
Virginia
of the burrow and
group
frequent
'busy
many agents that will completely de- level with the
cut
to
a
the
which
majority of women
the Potomac from Rosslyn to Chain bridge. They are small birds with thin stroy the maggot.
nearly covered with fine earth. The strive for is to get their frocks beobjected.
voices that are not especially musical, although one or two varieties have
Two things that particularly favor opening should be covered in order fore the public who wants the last
The latter method of cutting tho
some really fine singers.
the "fly" attacks that cause such trou- to exclude the light
thing from Paris and open the way
Is the one that is adThe thrush family contains some of the sweetest singers, and with many ble, are cuts and other injuries reBy far the best way to destroy for the manufacturers to copy theso skirt, however,
unevennese of
Is by poisoned bait, styles at once; the sooner tbe better, vanced today and the
bird lovers they are the favorite songsters. The wood thrush, which Is ceived In shearing and allowing the pocket-gopher- s
sure
is
to result ia
which
the
hem,
dark
with
brown
in
is
a
color,
bright
large
larger than the other varieties,
sheep and especially the lambs, to get particularly before the young are for tbe moment a French style is run offset by accentuating it and using
spots on Its creamy breast. It Is found In most woods around Washington, dirty behind. Filth seems to form a weaned. As much powdered strych' to ground, the specialists have the
an edge.
and generally sings at sunset, early in the morning or on a cloudy day. Its congenial habitat for the maggots,
chance to sell a new and complete set cord or plaiting as
To
rebellion
call-notthe
against this
quiet
whit."
a
is
soft
"whit,
of fashions to the world of women
song ia clear and thrilling, while its
and a damp, fetid patch of wool will
numAnother interesting group are the vlreos, dainty little birds whose color generally be found to be the place
who will no longer wear a style that kind of skirt among the larger
women the Spanish flounce has
ber
of
around
leaves
which
live
well
so
are
with
that
the
harmonises
they
they
ing
where they are actually at work. Thus,
been revived on all kinds of skirts,
often passed by unnoticed. They have sweet voices and build little basket the rump and region of the tall are
or
rather on skirts made of various
Bests suspended from forked twigs.
parts very liable to become maggoted.
materials. Organdie, broadcloth, gabThe Smithsonian grounds are a favorite place for the orioles, both the In addition to wounds or cuts and a
erdine, velvet, batiste nad satin are
Baltimore and orchard.
soiled condition of the fleece, the
the fabrics that show this deep ruffle;
The tanagers are the most brilliant of all the colony. The scarlet tana length of wool and Its profuse secre
It gives the necessary fullness at the
bird with bright flaming body and Jet tion may attract the
ger, as its name implies, is a seven-incfly, and leads to
knees without Increasing the girth
Burrow of a Pocket-Gophblack wings. He mostly keeps well outside the city limits, as his bright a deposit of their eggs.
A, Sur
around
the hips.
Main
face
C,
B,
of
Burrow;
Ground;
coloring is a sure mark for his enemies.
Powdering the fleece used to be the
It may not matter very much bow
Branch Burrow.
favorite method of prevention, but dip
one achieves that line of sllmness at
ping or sprinkling with a fluid prep nine as can be held on the point of a
the hips and width at the ankles; the
District of Columbia 125 Years Old This Year aration
has largely superseded It as knife blade, introduced Into a slit In
main thing is to be well assured of
as
more
well
as
economical
being
a small piece of parsnip, carrot apple
silhouette and then work it out
the
more
efficient.
or potato, or a large raisin, and placed
district of Columbia was established as the eeat of the government of
any channel one desires. It
through
THE United States by congress 125 years ago
Fly powders consist for the most deep down in a branch burrow, which
July 16, 1790. The requisite
is in just this divergence of method
of
mixtures
of
arsenic,
sulphur,
area for the District was offered to congress by the states of Maryland and part
may be opened, if necessary, is very
makers have a chance of success.
powdered hellebore, white lead, alum, effective.
Virginia, and originally was a square.
is a silver lining to the cloud of
There
cinnabar of antimony, prepared chalk,
the sides of which were about ten
full
skirts
if these individual treatwhale
American
and
bole
oil,
umber,
miles each.
ON GARDENING
HINTS
SOUND
ments
are
especially will
welcomed;
In various combinations and propor
After the war was over it was
tbe incoming of the deep flounce with
some
and
farmers
tions,
deemed advisable to look about for a
tbe smooth hip line please the women
still cling to the use of such agents, Hill 8ystem Gains In Favor With
permanent residence of congress. The
Use
Wheel
who have looked unpleasantly abnorGrowers
Strawberry
but they ars not nearly so effective
articles of confederation left congress
Hoe Often to Loossn Soli.
mal in the skirts that were gathered
a
reliable
dip.
free to meet where it would. There
the waist.
about
The "poison" bogy frightens some,
were shortly many competitors. Of
The bill system of strawberry cul
As to the frankly circular skirt
but
properly
dips
prepared
poisonous
the 13 states which at that time
which is growing in favor among'
are perfectly safe if the ordinary care ture Is gaining in popularity. It re
fringed the Atlantic, the central point
those who decide on the fashions,
Is used, which of course includes rigid suits in large berries that command
was in Maryland and Virginia. Early
there is a silver cloud to it also. A
adherence to specific directions framed large prices.
In 1783 New York tendered Kingston;
now
chard
is
Swiss
band of some kind of opposing fabgrown
generally
to
insure
and
efficiency.
safety
la May, Maryland urged the choice of Annapolis; in June, New Jersey offered
ric is dropped below the uneven edge
greens. It should be planted In
In order that It may be lasting as for
a district below the falls of the Delaware. Virginia, having Georgetown for
I
11
J -- U
of the hem which frames It in, or
t
its object, invited Maryland to Join in a cession of equal portions of territory well as efficient It seems almost nec rnu, uiuiab suii.
matof
the
rather gives it a straight selvedge.
up
organic
supply
Keep
lying together on the Potomac, leaving congress to fix Us residence On either essary that a dip should be poisonous, ter in
Tbe introduction of this redeeming
your soil If you wish to keep
and such a dip, by remaining in the
side.
feature has turned discouragement
up soil fertility as well as profits from
During the summer congress appointed a committee to consider what fleece, will. If employed In the early the
into optimism. It may be possible,
crops grown.
Jurisdiction it should exercise in It abiding place. Things drifted on for part of the season, confer immunity
after all, say many, to wear a circuRapidity of growth is essential to
some time, and Anally, partly in deference to Washington's Judgment, the from the "fly" attack to a very great
lar skirt with confidence in Its bePotomac country was selected. By an act of March 30, 1791, Washington extent, as well as prevent the devel- high quality in radishes. It also helps
to avoid Injuries from the maggot
havior, something that haa been imwas authorised to select the site and mark the boundaries, and this he did opment of the larvae.
and
cucumber
since circular skirts were inthe
young
Sprinkle
possible
Carbolic
other
and
on
corner
in
stone
the year, the
of the Federal territory being laid
prepara
dips
early
muskmelon
with
vented.
plants
tions of coal tar, although quite equal
April 15.
In the prevailing taffeta frocks that
MaJ. Pierre Charles l'Enfant, a French engineer, who had served in the to killing any vermin which the sheep lime to repel the striped beetle.
When cutting asparagus, don't al- Wine Colored Cloth 8ult Trimmed will be worn without coats on warm
Continental army, was chosen to lay out the town, and though dismissed in may harbor, are certainly very evadays and with them on chill days, the
March, 1792, he drew up a plan which was adopted by the commissioners la nescent, and their odor, on which they low any of the shoots to remain. Tbe
With Black 8atln.
smallest ones should be cut, even
skirts are scalloped, not unduly, the
depend for deterring the "fly," is quick
charge, and In accordance with this Andrew Ellicott laid out the city.
s selling for fifteen dollars through edges corded, and the uneven line
ly dissipated. As they are nonpolson- - If left on the ground.
Use tbe wheel hoes repeatedly In the cheaper
band of
r
depart- held together by a
tbe garden, so that the soil will not ments.
double net which is slightly gathered
Album of Escaped Federal Convicts Is Prepared
become hard and compact. The rake-ho- , There are manufacturers' models In and steadied on its lower edge by a
attachments are particularly valplenty in America already. Those thick cord of the taffeta.
the
of the law a scattered,
reach
of
to conserve soil moisture.
uable
the
beyond
long
fingers
If you are not familiar with this
who sell to the trade that pours into
SOMEWHERE
of criminals are "h'dtng out" today. They are men who
It never pays to let the weeds get New York In July to get tbe fall ma- method of finishing an uneven skirt
have escaped from federal prisons during the past six years. Some of them
a start in either vegetable gardens or terials, hats and gowns must be hem it is quite worth your while to
small fruit plantations.
may have died in their
Frequent served. Why that flood does not wait try it. The effect is good because-tbobscurity. Others may have made
tillage is most effective aa well as until September Is not a question for
skirt has the appearance of beeconomical in tbe destruction of an amateur to settle by an answer.
perilous going to some strange port
actually finished; the ragged edge
ing
where extradition is an unknown
weeds.
There are certain dressmakers, ca- does not always give this.
menace.
Keep the hand hoes sharp. A coarse tering to a large trade that does not (Copyright, 1915, by the McClure NewspaYet, whether they are alive or
file is excellent for this purpose.
U"'Vi
dwell in or near New York, who also
per Syndicate.)
dead, and whether they are In a zone
Are you looking out for
home with a few models, buy
hurry
Mutton and Wool Types.
of safety or skulking In some undersoil and manure that will be others from tbe manufacturers, and
He Gets It All.
world dive from which they could be
Now that it no longer Is good form
and do not remain long in tbe needed next fall or even a year from get their autumn business off thttr
ous,
dragged forth to pay the penalty for wool, they do not poison the maggots. now? It is not too soon to begin the hands almost before one knows that lo whip the children, father takes
their offenses, the superintendent of
all the punishment that is adminisOctober Is coming.
Sprinkling Is very much akin to preparation of such a compost
prisons in the department of justice dipping, the same solution being
This variety of clothes has been tered to the family Topeka Capitol.
and countless sheriffs and prison offi used.
It Is practiced when it is not FEED THE FOWLS REGULARLY
cials throughout the country are anxious to learn their whereabouts. This is convenient
to dip each sheep sepawhy a small volume containing the photographs of the escaped criminals,
and
the saturation of When Impossible to Give Rations at NEW COLORS ARE PROMISED black and white, the always popular
rately,
their descriptions, details of the crimes for which they are wanted and facts the fleece atsecures most
combination, black end sulphur, charStated Hours Keep Dry Math Belikely to be
parts
concerning their escapes has just been prepared for publication.
treuse
and blue, .aarine and black in
fore Chickens at All Times.
Already Fashion Is Determining What
These escaped convict albums will be distributed broadcast throughout "struck." For sprinkling, sheep are
many interesting new weaves. The
Be Worn Durlnc 'Fall
and
the
solution
appenned
Shall
8hade
together,
the country.
staple navy blue we have with us alHens are creatures of habit; if fed
and Winter Months.
One of the most interesting features of the album, aside from the fact plied to the fleece by means of a
ways, and with the addition of soldat
watering pot with hose attachment, regularly, they will come up at feedthat each page of It will contain the record of crime or tragedy, Is the fact but
blue as trimming It is expected that
fabIs
be
this
not
to
of
Rodler
collection
off
From
the
and
to
plan
the
go
compared
time,
ing
contentedly
that It emphasises, perhaps, more than anything else has ever done, the with
will take on an added following.
it
Individual
we
for
find
wear
winter
and
efficiency. range or roost, says Wallace's Farm- rics for fall
dipping
comparative infrequency of escapes from federal penitentiaries and jails.
Philadelphia Ledger.
colors-ar- e
For
as
the
oxide
of
the
er.
fed
wounds,
If
at
that
times
protection
quite
important
hang
are
varying
they
150
There
convicts at large today who have won
approximately only
their ways clear of federal prisons without the formality of discharge or of zinctolntment to which ten drops about tbe feeding yard, and If the as the fabrics. All the pansy shades BLUES OF
SOFTEST COLOR
of carbolic acid have been added to meal Is delayed, they overeat and may to the lightest of the violet tones, with
pardon.
each ounce, or a mixture of flowers become
a trouble some- all the Intermediate shades, including
of sulphur and carbollzed oil is very times called "Sunday morning dis- mauve and lavender, will be In de- Easy to See That Thet Shade Is Going
to Be the Most Popular for
ease," because the pcultry man who mand. These shades, it is said, are
Cranks From Everywhere Flock to the Capital. useful.
the Summer.
takes his Sunday ep without putting particularly beautiful In tbe new
ACCIDENTS IN FILLING SILO out feed for tbe chickens Saturday pile pabrlcs, especially the new velhas been declared the mecon for cranks. Stowed away
The prevalence of tender blues In
night, Is apt to have frequent cases vet weave known as "panecia."
WASHINGTON
their diseased minds are wonderfully fantastic schemes Three
of this kind. A lady who is successRanging from the deep, rich shade summer dresses Is very welcome, and
Rules
for
Simple
Inexperienced
which they hope to carry out with the aid of the president For the majority
s
ful In getting winter eggs said:
of bordeaux to the
wine In the soft crepwis, linons,
Man to Follow When Using Ma-- .
of these monomaniacs that Is the)
reason
will
we
"The
fine
are
reds
and
cloth
winter
that
color
which
the
are
get
always
brighten
being
chlnery for First Time.
scientific name for them have a keen
eggs Is because our hens have estab- the dull winter months for tbe many used so generously nothing could look
HAVE AN
lesire to see the chief representative
vfcio
warm
colors. In tbe better. Tbe coat with a loose back,
prefer the
By observing three simple rules the lished regular habits, which means
IMPORTANT
tt the United States.
If the new Rodler fabrics that combine both partly bolero, partly jacket, is one to
ng
ma- good digestion and content.
Is using
farmer
who
ENCACFMENT
There are many different varieWITH TH'
chinery for the first time may avoid chickens of the Blanks have to wait silk and velvet these red hues are par- have, and tbe skirt, with side plaits is
ties of cranks. Most of them are
in great favor with good makers. Tho
tome of the accidents which occasion- it is the Blanks never the chickens. ticularly successful. From the beginPRESIDENT
termless and imagine themselves pec-p-ie
A dissatisfied hen won't lay, and a ning of the war it was almost impos- question of the high neckband is stilt
renew
machines
ally
beyond
HE
damage
d
of importance. They assume
hen that is not fed when she thinks sible to keep enough soldat ,blue to burning. Any and every kind of front,
NfEM MY
pair.
postures in front of the White
supply the demand, and it Is said that guimpe, collar or cravat can be found
Here are the things that the Inex- she ought to be fed is dissatisfied."
ADVICE"
douse .and haughtily demand that the
If It is impossible to feed at stated America has had very little of this and worn, but nice as many look in
do:
man
should
perienced
policeman on guard present their
1. Be sure that the machine is behours, keep the dry mash before the soft and beautiful shade of blue. Every the shop window only a very few are
sards and respects to the president
chickens all tbe time, and throw the tone that bore the slightest resem- entirely satisfactory. No woman who
run
at
the
speed.
ing
proper
3U11 others, cranks of the Inventive
2. Take care that corn Is never put day's allowance of grain in the litter blance to the soldiers' uniform was so understands dress at Its best will contorn of mind, have Just invented flylnff yachts or engineless autos, and wish Into
much in demand that there is little sent to being uncomfortable again
the machine until the motion Is the night before.
to have President Wilson put big stamp of approval on them.
reason
to doubt that it will be a most about the throat, yet many realize that
Is
chickens
for
less
to
of
a
bur
full
Caring
up
speed.
There are a few dangerous cranks. Frank Holt who placed a bomb
3. In stopping be careful not to den if we do It so regularly that It beblouse is more becompopular color for winter. In panecia a
ftt the capltol, shot J. P. Morgan, threatened to dynamite several big ocean
shut
off the power until the elevator comes a habit to be gone through with this shade Is charming. All the vary- ing to them. Tha real secret for sucb
1ners and committed suicide In Jail, was of this latter class. These mono
ing shades of marine and soldier blue tie these Is the importance of soft
mechanically.
maniac labor under the delusion that they have "received orders from on 'a empty.
will be obtained In the new fabrics.
draperies. Only the young or the very
high" to perform a certain "task for the benefit of mankind." Whatever
There are many browns, with a new classic featured can bear complete
Feed.
Are
of
the
Foal.
Valuable
Roots
Weaning
crimes they commit they believe are wise acta which will aid humanity.
The weaning of the foal should not one In the market that will be sure to bareness or unbending stiffness.
Twenty tons of roots will furnish
la order to safeguard the high officials of this country, the chief targets
be desired. It Is a light brown reCor these Individuals of strange hallucinations, and the residents of Wash- 20 pounds of root per day Xdr tea cows he attempted until it is ascertained
200 days. Roots are not only val- that he is capable of maintaining him- -, sembling, It is said, the color of hazelfor
When the average girl arrives at'
ington against any acta of violence which they might commit squads of
the age of about sixteen she Is usually-surprises
men are on the alert day and night for uable for dairy cows, but are Just as self, and at first his appetite should nuts.
uniformed police and
The novelties in color combinations
to find out how little heir
the cranks who arrive in the city from time to time with their weird plots valuable for young stock and brood be studied and coaxed with crushed Include
etc.
ows.
stripes of two colors, with mother knows.
oats,
euatured and ready to put la actios.
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ONE OF STAPLE CROPS

THE

Sudan Grass Mas Entirely Passed
Experimental Stage.
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Paper mills in the

World by selling materials

that last at reasonable prices.

Of Especial Value In Semlarld Regions
on Account of Its Drought-Resist- ,

ant Qualities

Catch Crop.
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(By DAVID B. CLARKBON, Robstown,
Texas.)
Sudan grass has now entirely passed

Roofing

Our Cerfafa4etJ Roofing ii riving excellent service on all clases of buildings all
over the world in all kindi of climate. It
it the roofing with a guarantee of 5. 10
and 1 5 year for 1. 2 or 3 nlv rernectivelv.
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mill. Try it once you'll buy it asala. For
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DEFIANCE STARCH
b

constantly growing ia favor because it

Does Not Stick to the Iron
and it will not injure the finest fabric. For
laundry purpose sit has no equal. 16 ox.,
packag I0c 3 more starch for same money.
DEFIANCE STARCH CO., Omaha, Nebraska

PLENTY

FROM TIME

BEFORE

Found Way to Cling
His Original Position About
Miracle.

Old Parishioner
4o

Superior

the experimental stage, and has
shown Itself worthy of a place among
the great staple crops of America,
From bulletins Issued by the department of agriculture of the United
States and by experiment stations in
various states, the following facts regarding Sudan grass may be stated
with authority:
It Is the progenitor of the sorghum
family. In appearance It resembles
Johnson grass, but it lacks the root
stalks and therefore never can become
a pest It Is the equal If not the superior, of all other forage crops In
feeding value. It has a special value
as a drought-resistan- t
It possesses re
markable vitality, and will grow and
thrive In the face of the most adverse
circumstances. On dairy farms it can
be fed as a substitute for alfalfa, without a loss In tonnage. It has been
shown that this method of dairy farm
ing nas resulted in Detter neaun ror
the animals, on account of the greater
variety of food. It can be grown In
all sections of the United States, excepting where the altitude is very high
or where the climate Is exceedingly
humid. It has been experimented with
successfully as far north as Alberta.
On account of Its rapid growth it probably has no superior as a catch crop.
From seeding to the first crop 75 to SO
days are necessary. The second cutting comes on about 45 days after the
first, and the third is likely to take a
little longer 50 to 65 days. In the extreme South as many as four cuttings
a season have been secured. Sudan
grass yields an average of 300 pounds
of seed to the acre.
Sudan grass fits well into most any
crop rotation or cropping system practiced In this country. Planted in the
spring, It produces from two to four
crops and Is killed by the first freeze
of winter. It makes Intensive farming
an easy possibility where It has hitherto not been practiced. It thus increases the possibilities of this coun
try for a large population. It produces
an average of possibly four tons of
hay to the acre.
For this reason our Sudan grass Is
an Ideal crop for the alfalfa-growinsections of the United States. To
sum up, Sudan grass means much to
the nation, because It will augment
the supply of live stock and livestock products; more horses, mules
beef cattle, sheep and goats; more
milk and butter. Thus the nation's
food supply will be Increased, working
advantage both to the buyer In the
city and the seller In the country. ,

Sunday morning a certain
young pastor In his first charge an'
uounced nervously:
"I will take for my text the words,
'And they fed five men with five thou
sand loaves of bread and two thou
sand fishes.'"
At this misquotation an old par
ishioner from his seat In the amen
corner said audibly:
'That's no miracle I could do It
myself."
The young preacher said nothlag at
the time, but the next Sunday be an'
nounced the same text again. This
time he got It right:
.
"And they fed five thousand men on
five loaves of bread and two fishes."
He waited a moment and then, lean'
lng over the pulpit and looking at the
amen corner, he said:
"And could you Bo that, too, Mr,
Smith?"
"Of course I could," Mr. Smith re
plied.
"And how could you do It?" said
the preacher.
"With what was left over from last WHEY IS OF LITTLE BENEFIT
Sunday," said Mr. Smith. Advance,
Where Taken Back to Farm From
Cheese Factory It Is Usually In
Lawyer Blind From Birth.'
No Condition for Calves.
Blind from birth, yet successfully
passing the bar examination before
the state supreme court, is the record
Whey may be fed to calves success
of Ole H. Flow of Pierce, S. D. Flow fully, but even under best conditions
Is a native of South Dakota and has results do not warrant strong recommade bis way regardless of his handl-ca- mendation. Where whey Is taken back
for many years.
to the farm from the cheese factory it
Procuring a copy of Blackstone, he usually must be fed in fermented or
memorized it from readings by his sis- sour condition and Is not fit for calves.
ter. He then Joined fortunes with an
Whey contains a little larger propor
other young aspirant for the bar, and tion of fat than Is found in skim milk
they have worked together until both and a little more sugar, but only about
passed the examination. Flow wrote
as much protein. Most of
out his answers to the questions read the food value of the milk goes into
blm by one of the court stenographers, the cheese.
using an ordinary typewriter.
In feeding wney to calves add a
grain ration that replaces as far as
NO IDEA
possible the matter removed In the
What Caused the Trouble.
cheese. Corn supplements skim milk.
but with whey oil meal Is to be pre
-i arways drank coffee wltk tie rest ferred. Mix half a pound oil meal to
of the family, for it seemed as If there a gallon of sweet warm whey and feed
was nothing for breakfast If we did like skim milk.
not have It on the table.
Where It is necessary 'to raise the
"I had been troubled for some time calf on whey, you had best feed whole
with my heart, whloh did not feel milk until the calf is six weeks old
right. This trouble grew worse and then change gradually to whey.
steadily..
Some feeders prefer giving the grain
"Sometimes It would beat fasj, and dry. There are a number of calf
t other times very slowly, so that
meals on the market, of which oil
would bardly be able to do work for meal or ground flax seed Is usually an
an hour or two after breakfast, and If important constituent, and there can
I walked up a hill, It gave me a severe be used successfully to supplement
pain.
whey and skim milk.
"I had no tdea of what the trouble
was until a friend suggested that perhaps It might be coffee drinking. I REPELLENT FOR CHINCH BUGS
tried leaving off the coffee and began
drinking Postum. The change came Expert of University of Missouri Rec
ommends Dust Barrier In Dry
quickly. I am glad to say that I am
Weather Plowed 8trlp Is Good..
now entirely free from heart trouble
And attribute the relief to leaving off
coffee and the use of Postum.
Dust barriers In dry weather and
"A number of my friends have aban- chemical barriers In damp weather are
doned coffee and have taken up Post- recommended by Leonard Haneman of
um, which they are using steadily. the University of Missouri;" for the
There" are tome people that make control of chinch bugs. The simplest
Postum very weak and tasteless, but dust barrier constats of one or more
If made according to directions, It Is parallel ditches in which a log is kept
a very delicious beverage." Name moving.
A plowed strip well stirred Is also
given by Postum Co., Battle Creek,
Mich.''
For chemical barriers, first
good.
Postum comes In two forms:
make a patch with a hoe and run a
Postum Cereal the original form-m- ust narrow line of tar, road oil, stock dip,
be well boiled. 15c and 25c pack- or similar repellent along the path.
ages.
'
Renew It often at first to keep it
Instant Postum a soluble powde- r- 'resh.
dissolves quickly In a cup of het waSpraying with kerosene emulsion Is
ter, and, with cream and sugar, makes recommended as effective where the
a delicious beverage Instantly. 30a bugs get on the first few rows of corn
and 60c tins.
In a field. This can also be used to
Both kinds are equally delicious and kill the
migrating bugs on the ground
cost about the same per cup.
or where they may be collected. in
"There's a Reason" for Postum.
wheat at this time.
-- sold by Grocer
One
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Enhanced By Perfect Physical Health.
The experience of Motherhood Is a trying one to most women and marks- distinctly an epoch in their Uvea. Not one
woman in a hundred is prepared or u riders tan da how to properly care for her
self. Of court nearly every woman
nowadays has medical treatment atsuen
times, but many approach the expert
race with an organism unfitted foi the
trial of strength and when it is over
her system has Received a shock from
which it is hard io recover. Following
right upon this c anes the nervous strain
of caring for the child, and a distinct
results.
change in the
There is nothing more charming than
a happy and healthy mother of children,
and indeed nhild-birt- h
under the right
conditions need be no hazard to health or
beauty. The nnexplainable eiiing is
that, with all the evidence of shattered
nerves and broken health resulting from
an unprepared condition, and with ample time in which to prepare, women
will persist in going blindly to the trial.
Every woman at this time should rely
upon Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound, a most valuable tonic and
invigorator of the female organism.
.

In many homes
once childless there
are now children because of the fact
that Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's

Vegetable
makes
normal,

Compound

women

healthy and strong.

If yon want special advice write to
Lydia E. Plnkham Medicine Co. (confl
dentist) Lynn, Mass. Tear letter will
be evened, read and answered by a
Weman aad held In strict confidence.
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Quests Forced to Drink.
Compulsory abstinence would have
seemed a complete Inversion of the
natural order to some of our ancestors.
They believed in compulsory drinking,
and in some old country mansions may
still be seen, I believe, a ring let Into
the wall of the dining hall for the pun
ishment of the man who would not, or
could not, drink his allotted, share of
,
liquor.
The culprit's arm was fixed In the
ring, and he was given choice of drink
ing in the ordinary way or having the
liquor he refused poured down his
sleeve.
Hence the medieval Jest,
"Leavlng's sleeving." London Chronicle.

igate quite handily. The two legs on kiss pie?
Bashful Youth I would, only I have
which be is forced to walk are both
on one side. He not only walks, but some sand In my mouth,
"Swallow It, young man. You need
can also run, and seems to be about
After the accidental death of a as well able to get around as a dog it in your system." Life.
spinster who had lived In Twicken- with four good lega
ham for many years all alone, and In
The worst thing about friends is the
circumstances which suggested povIn most families the property is In ease with which they are converted
Into enemies.
erty, property valued at many thou- his name and the religion in hers.
sands of dollars was found in her cottage, which was sadly In need of repair, London Answers states.
Money was discovered all over the
house; deeds of property and stocks
and shares were found stuffed underNFANT MORTALITY is something frightful Wo can hardly reallxeihai
neath a mattress. It was also found
of all the children born in civilised countries, twenty-tw- o
per cent,
r.
die beforo thev reach one veart thirty-seve- n
or neariv
that the old lady had in two banks
beforo
before they are five, and one-ha- lf
per oent, or mora than
over 110,000. nearly $1,000 in the post
iney are niteen i
office savings hank, and that she had
We do not hesitate to say that a timely use of Csstoria would save a
insured her life l.". four ofilces for
of these precious lives. Neither do we hesitate to say that many
majority
sums totaling $49.0 '0.
of these infantile deaths are occasioned by the use of narcotic preparations.
Nor was this all. The whole of the
Drops, tinctures and soothing syrups sold for children's complaints contain
more or less opium or morphine. They are, in conriderabJe quantities,
Interior of the cottage was elaborately
deadly poisons. In any quantity, they stupefy, retard circulation and lead
furnished. Its walls were hung with
to congestions, sickness, death. Castoria operates exactly tho reverse, but
valuable oil paintings by
you must see that it bears the signature of Chas. B. Fletcher. Castoria
artists, and lying about everywhere
causes tne oiooa to circulate Dropeny, opens we
were rings and other personal adornpores) oi ne gain ana awys lever.
SVA .
ments, set with diamonds, opals, ruGenuine Castoria always bears the signature
.
bies and other precious stones.
The old lady was eighty when she
met her accidental death, aid, as she
To Prove Her Love and His.
Substitute for Horn.
left no will, and, it would appear, no
A cheap and easily made substitute
"Why does be look so worried?"
relatives, all these good and chattels
"His June bride ia beginning to talk
for horn can be made of wheat flour
revert to' the crown.
But this Twlkenham treasure house and sodium silicate. This substitute of cooklag him something to eat"
sinks into Insignificance beside anoth Is very hard and strong and, by insert
Nearly 500 women in Aberdeen.
er discovered within a walk of it at ing organic dye into the composition
Chiswick. This house is one of the while mixing, it can be colored to imi Scotland and district have enrolled
biggest In that riverside suburb, and tate almost any kind of horn sub themselves on the war register at tho
apparently one of the most dserted, stance. The compound Is made by Aberdeen labor exchange.
Its windows uncurtained, its large mixing 10 parts (by volume) of so
Millions of particular women now use
grounds a wilderness. Nobody snemed dium silicate (40 degrees Baume) with and
recoBfmend Ked Cross Ball Blue. All
to know much about it. but suddenly distilled water, and then stirring the grocers. Adv.
a
thick
into
resultant
paste
liquid
a
It
the police paid
visit
Tho house of 16 rooms proved a with fine white wheat flour. The mass
Scientists have counted 276 spoken
allowed to stand for three
perfect cave of Aladdin. The Interior is then
languages and dialects in Africa.
was elaborately furnished, while on weeks, during whioh time it undergoes
the walls hung many beautiful paint- a chemical reaction that produces a
This comings. Including four bv that greatest hard, hornlike substance.
of English masters, Sir Joshua Rey- position can be molded without pressure when first made and turned and
The great danger of kidney troubles is
nolds.
that they so often get a,nrm bold netore
But this was only the beginning of machined like brass after it has set
the sufferer recognises them. Health
wonders. Every room was packed
Backwill be gradually undermined.
Sleep.
with costly treasures. Gold and silver
ache, headache, nervousness, lameness,
exceldo
an
For
consider
what
but
vessels were heaped into cupboards:
soreness, lumbago, urinary troubles,
jewelry and precious stones packed lent thing sleep is! It is so inestimadropsy, gravel and Bright's disease may
ble a jewel that, if a tyrant would give
loose In chests and drawers.
follow as the kidneys get worse. Don't
There were dozens of cases of cut- bis crown for an hour's slumber, it neglect your kidneys. Help the kidneys
Doan's Kidney Pills. It is the beat
lery, table silver, vases Inlaid with cannot be bought; of so beautiful a with
recommended special kidney remedy.
live
man
a
is
full
of
it
boxes
valuable
that though
shape
gold,
pottery,
silver and Jewelry, beautiful embroid- with an empress, his heart cannot be
Oklahoma Case
ery and lace, bed and table linen at quiet till he leaves her embrace-ment- s
Mc- -- . .
Mrs.
Nathaniel
to be at rest with the other;
without end, rugs and skins and a
vixir.r 717 k Rmui. twrrcntt lransmr
thousand things still unmentioned yea, so greatly are we Indebted to way, Enid, Okla.,
aVya: "I had kidney
which required a line of pantech- this kinsman of death, that we owe
and bladder trouble
nicons to remove. No wonder, indeed, the better tributary half of our life for years and was conwhen It is added that the treasure to him; and there Is good cause why fined to bed one whole
The
trove included, among so much of the we should do so; for sleep Is that summer.
was terrible-- andpain
I alstoves golden chain that tiea health and our so had gravel attack.
rich and rare, 12
Kidney Pills
bodies together. Who complains of Doan's ma
stoves!
and 30 asbestos-heatinma soon aa
helped
The discovery of the safe contain- want, of wounds, of cares, of great
I used them and they
corrected
all
the ailing much of the more valuable Jewel- men's oppressions, of captivity, whilst
ments.
I owe my
he
Dekker.
Thomas
smart
a
of
was
of
result
the
sleepetb?
ry
piece
present good health to
thla medicine."
detective work. Behind a brass bedChocolate Soldiers.
stead one of the officers noticed that
Cat Doan's at Any Stars, SOs a Beat
there were a dezen or more embossed
Captain Bean of the commlsslonary
rosettes.
To all appearances they branch of the British army, in France
CO. BUFFALO, N. Y.
formed part of the wall-papdesign. reports, says the Westminster Ga
is
quick-witteAtkins
that
tried
searcher
But the
Tommy
striving
zette,
them all, and found that one had re- with all his might to live up to George
volved. Further investigation revealed Bernard Shaw's "Chocolate Soldier."
Chocolate sweets and, in fact, sweet
a keyhole.
Within two minutes a safe was meats of all kinds are In such great
found containing thousands of pounds' demand that British candymakers are
worth of valuables. The whole place busy night and day.
From Cairo comes the report that
was a sort of den of the Forty Thieves,
a receiver's storehouse, the result or the Australians stationed there have K Always Keep
a Bottle In
countless burglaries
absolutely eaten the entire chocolate
Your Stable
Sometime ago an old woman was supply.
knocked down and killed Instantly by
Captain Bean's official report says
a dray near Ballymena, Ireland, and "Our canteen has five times the dewhen thA police examined her wretch mand for sweets and soft drinks that
Rub It in
the de
ed hovel they were well rewarded for was expected, and one-fiftmand for beer."
their search.
Two large buckets and a tin trunk,
A Benevolent Refusal.
as well as a big wooden box and
about a dozen mugs, were found filled
"Senator, I wish you would give
A LINIMSNt
to overflowing with all kinds of cur me a job as your private secretary-- "
rent coin. When the money was col"Oh, my boy," responded the oily
lected and put on the scales It totaled senator, "don't get mixed up with the For Galls, Wire
considerably more than a hundred government service. Nothing to it Cuts. Lameness,
Ruins a young man. Besides, I have Strains, Bunches,
weight
promised that position to my son."
Thrush, Old Sores,
Kansas City Journal.
Men Worth While.
Nail Wounds. Foot Rot,
"Quite a company of notables seem
to be gathered here."
Whenever You Need a aeswral Toafe Fistula, Bleeding, Etc., Etc.
Take Grove's
"Yes. The kindly old gentleman In
Blade Since 1846.
The Old Standard Grove's Tasteless
clerical garb is a famous marrying
Prke2Se,B0oaiMl $1.00
chill Tonic is equally valuable as a
parson."
OR WRITS
"And the spry little man talking to General Tonic because it contains the
syncrasies of Nature That
They Reveal,
.

Save the Babies.
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Danger in Delay

An

Magic Washing Stick

This la semetklna- sew to konaawlr-- a
ometainf mr Bars, wanted all their Urea,
but aerer could ret beforo. It mtkn It
aible to do the kearlest, hardest washing la
f
Ira than
the time It took by old
Method, and It eliminate, all niMif and
effort. No waablna machine la needed.
Nothing- but thla simple little preparation,
whjek la absolutely iinalMS is Ike fkuit hirlM
white, colored ar woolen. It
.ha
hardest task of the week a pleasant pastime
delightful occupation. You will be delighted: at the clean, anotleas.
clothes that come out of the riaaing water)
and all wltkout in effort on your part. .The
duck mm n sir ana remember,
wltkout Injury to the most delicts
nxwi.
colored or white, woolens, blaakets, lacs curtains, etc. Coatalna no acids, no alkalies, no
poisonous Ingredients to make fee use daa--

eue-ual-

aa.ua-eul-

ml,,

""!

gcivu.
Bol

w NMisp

ij Mats,

by all Druggists and Grocers
where. If yours doeaa't handle it, akowerery
him
tkla ad ke'll get It for you. Or aead Mo In
tamps I LI. nouns CI, Slwrass, Tins. Adv.

An Empire Ranch.
We hear often of "captains of industry," "Napoleons of finance," and
"land barons," but what title is Imposing enough to fit the Australian
cattleman who owns or controls
acres of ranch land a domain
as large as Pennsylvania? Youth's
Companion.

.

.
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DOAN'S WAV

FOSTER-MLBUR-

,

I

He- - Ceuntry'e Need.
Only Twe Lege Left.
in
Rpcretary of Agriculture Houstoa
Carmargfi,
Dewy county, Okla.,
has dot;
big dogs, little dogs and in said at a luncheon In Washington:
"An English hen baa broken the
fact all kinds of dogs, but It haa cne
that Is somewhat of an oddity. This world's record by laying 28S eggs la
a year."
Is a dug that trarels on two legs.
Wealth Brought to Light Only
Mr. Houston smiled and added:
Several months ago a dog belonging
"She must have understood her
to Mr. Storey, section foreman of Supby Death.
ply, Oklu., was run over by a train and country's urgent need for shells."
two of his legs cut off. For some time
Needed Gift
to mov around, but
London
Newspaper Records Cases he was unable
The Widow Well, why don't you
now has recovered so that be can navThat Are Remarkable In the Idio-

N

d

For Sprains.

Strains or
Lameness

h

HAN FORD'S
Balsam of Myrrh

v.

.

SOFT WHITE HANDS
Under Most Conditions If You Use
Cutlcura. Trial Free.

himr

"That's Lawyer Biggies, our best

well known tonic properties of QUININE
and IRON. It acts on the Liver, Drives
out Malaria, Enriches the Blood and
Builds np the Whole System. 50 cents

All

Dealers

hsa&-

known separator."
The Soap to cleanse and purify, the
Ointment to soothe and heal. Nothing
Points of Similarity.
better or more effective at any price
"That match was the union of natthan theso fragrant supercrearay emol- ural mates."
lients. A
treatment will test
"In what way?"
them in the severest forms of red,
and he was
"She was dove-eyerough, chapped and sore hands.
pigeon-toed.- "
Sample each tree by mall with Book.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. XY,
Window Boxes.
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
Before putting earth In window
boxes whitewash the Inside of the
brx. This not only keeps a wooden
Learning Things.
box from rotting but prevents insects.
"Pa, what are gargoyles?"
McCall's Magazine.
use
when
to
medicines
"They're
your throat's sore, sonny."
But it is better to quarrel over
trifles than over something of real
Ball
to
Cross
Red
pleave,
Always sure
Importance.
Blue. All grocers sell it. Adv.

Natural Question.
Nearly a billion bushels of new
wheat In America this year. Shall we
quickly be overcome Dy
refuse to export the surplus because CARTER S LITTLE
wheat will undoubtedly help to pro LIVER PILLS.
Purely vegetable
long the war? Springfield Republican.
V
act surely ana
CARTERS
on
the m
gently
An Expert.
jniTTir
I 1
liver,
liwW I
"
Johnny What Is an- expert, pa?
IILY.tK
Biliousness, X
Pa A fellow who tells others how Head
to do the things he can't do himself.
ache,
Dizzi- Kansas City Star.
:
ness, and Indigestion. They do their duty;
j
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRJCS,
Curious.
Genume must bear Signature .
"Young Fetherhedde haa gone In- sane."
"How did they find it out?"

Men have a stronger sense of taste
A woman never forgives a man she
than women.
has insulted it he falls to apologize.

London claims to be
European capital.
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ferutfc' lioofe Pop k fafc
If Yours la fluttering er weak uaa

ENOVINK." Made by Van

The Wretchedness
of Constipation
us

W. N. U., Oklahoma City, No.

Skills,

fart
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PaACTICB LdITTID TO

Car, Nose ft Threat

Office, first stairway

Subscription, one dollar per year

11

31

Vorrnberg Hotel.
TucuMCARt,

A Complete Fall Line

east of the
Nkw Max.

HaatMR.
.

J. T.Whit, iDiTonaad uanagxa.
Foremas
A J. Whiti
F,

.Probate

Our Stock of Dry Goods, Shoos, Clothing, Under'

Attmusy at Law
Office

nest to Land Office.

Tucunvcari,. New Mexico.

Ztmnr Officers
Sheriff

ROYAL A. PRENTICE

Ward".

JESSE T, WHITE

CteAD. J.Finegan.

U. S. Commissioner.

U. Pearson
San Jon,
New Mexico.
D. Cutlip.
J.
Jude-Probate
Assessor J. L. Briscoe.
Mr.
The W. O. W, meets each sea
Superintendest oi SohoaU
ond- - and fourth Saturday. Visitng
E. Pack.
soverigns welcomed.
Survey oiW. L. Tray lor,
J. A. Atkins, C. C
'
TseasuKr-Le-

e

wear,. Hardware, Ammunition, Guns, Groceries,
Flour, Sait, Toilet Preperations, etc., etc. 'Jill be

Dore Compietethan ever this FALL
-

--

Commissioners--

first District

B. Rector.
Fred Waltfcer.
Collins.

VV.

Second District

Maorfell,

L.C.

Martin,

PHYSICIANS HOSPITAL

T.C

Third District

R. C.

C. L. Owen, Clerk.

"

private

Justice oi Peace.
Constable.

Herring Building
TUCUMCARI, NEW MEX.
All surgical and medical cases

solicit your Patronage and
guarantee the best goods lor the
lowest 13irices.

day and. night
Dr. B.F. Herring-D-r.

HAPPENINGS.

Our Hew Premiums

;

night."--

,

'
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Nora Abbott visited Monday
with

lay

Jenkins.

Misses Fay and Bernice Jenkins
and Loi Masterson Messes Parts
Masterson, Virgil Vernon and
Langford spent Sunday at the L.
.A. Shiplet home.

ite sick
Little Rue Carden in
ibis week.
d
Mr. D. E. Jinkens and wife
Sunday at th VV. A. Rotram-cl- e
vis-ite-

honw.
Tlr. Chester Rodgers and family spent Sunday with Mr. Perkins
and family.
' Mrs.
J. D. Richardson and
daughter Miss Minnie visited Mrs.
D.JE. Jenkins Friday evening.
L. A, Shiplet and D. E. Jenkins went to the breaks for wood
Friday stayed over niht. They
are fixing to make molasses.
-

"Red Rose''
3W RANCH ROUNDUPS.
Alive, rustling, and still on the

job.
John Creasap and Lewis Winass
were all dressed up and riding line
in the Bad Land Sunday.
Mr. Crawford i Clarence Young
nd Dan L. are rilling- - Silos this
week in west of the Bad Lands for
Mr. Williams, Will Culbertson
'
Ceorgs Wells.
We see that Mr. Andrew Payne
and Ant Martin have have tetured
from west Texas where they went
to dispose of a bunch of ponies
Andrew bought from Bill Martin.
Mr. and Mrs. Holliday and
family have moved to Tucumeari
wdexe be can get better medical
are.
mnvDi) tn Stan
w
mi. Can.ae haw- the
girls can take adv.
Jon so that
jotage oi the good San Jon schools.
Charles Wernet is cutting feed
ior Bill Martin and Thad Crawford

"

this week

A fine ice cream party was given

t Mr. Youngs last week in honor
of their daughter and children,
who are, oat from Oklahoma on a

visit.
Xewis and Dan Wiaans have
fcaaa battling feed from Cli'i Rap-this

vek.

will he on 4kpley in a fe

!

day.

I

cap-roc- k

Mr. R. J. Thrasher attended P.
Y. P.. U. at Sfcady Grove Sunday

I

A. D. Cafcterson

Mr. W. A. Rotramble and De?
130
39
Residence Phone
to
the
went
Jenkins
ka
HOSPITAL PHONE m
Monday for wood.
T & M TIME TABLE.
Mr. T. L. Carden called at the
Abbott bone Sunday evenisg.
Daily.
Miss Pauline Masterson spent No, 41, Passenger West 7:20 p.m
No. 12, Passenger East 5:1.5 a.m.
Sunday with Lola Rodgers.
Daily except Sunday.
Dan Cummins and family spent
Saturday night with. Ruben Ship No. 92, Local Frt.West 9110 p.m.
N. 92Y Local Frt. East &50 a.m.
let and wife.
O.R. DENTON,, Agent.
Little Rue Abbott spent Mon
day with her sister Mrs.' L. E
METHODIST CHURCH

Jenkins. -

1

re-

Aegicter &. P. Dooenoo.
ceived, except contagious diseases.
tieceivei Felipe Sanchez y Baca.
Competent nurses in attendance
REV4JELTO

!

"We

DIRECTORY

SAN JON MERCANTILE COMPANY
C. L. Owen, Mgr.

Dealers in Every tiling
READERS PLEASE NOTICE
Subscribe ior your home" paper

;

v;
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Some oeoDle are arguing frost
Preaching on the First and
El
for?:
the
then subscribe
right aaray on account ofi the cool
Thirai Sunday, morning and eve first,
Paso Morning "Times, the only sights.
ning, by tne pastor.
the Full Associated
Mr. C, E. Dillon was met in
la connection with the morning. paper printing
Pness sews every da; in the year
service oni the First Sundays will
Logan by R. S. Shiplet Tuesday.
between San Antonio, Texas, and Mr. Dillon will teach the Anniston
of
the Lord's
be the Communion
Los Angeles California..
school which begins Monday.
Suppes and, a collection for the
The El Paso Times is the largest
R. S. Shiplet brought cut a fine
poor.
and' best daily intbe southwest be male
Ou the Thirdi Sunday at ekhea
hog which he is very proud
tween the two above named cities, of.. He
service you will place in the small';
pought him oi Mr. Bacca.
and is al wars the earliest, paper in
mm
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m
or?
is
n
are
ibis
what
you.
Logan, N. M.
offering
envelope
latest news. It has more
with
the
making, monthly for the pastor's
D. C. Green is ia Tucumeari
complete market reports sport news
this week on business.
salary.
and social .news than any other
Wednes
each
meeting"'
Mr. Eiland, aon of uncle dolph- Prayer
paper in the southwest and has an
day night.
eight-pag- e
comic., magazine and us biland came in trom lexas,
i
in his auto, bringing his
Sunday School every Sunday
Pink Sheet Sporting Sections in Sunday,
Ten
Oclock.
Yon ran liavc Vi'Siiiinl S.tarck o
and sister with him.
morning at
In Tour oti hnn-.- for 30 A.ya frtt trial
.' wife, mother,
every Sundays paper.
without faying anytUngla advance. All v,Ve.k Is lint y.u vilV.pJsy upon, ute
is
Z. .T, McDanieh Supt.
a
Uncle
preach
Baptist
Dolphus
..... ,ri tum jirm. ,ur ,;u
If you want an El Paso daily and
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er and a good one. We are sure ligliiwt
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motto
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km ever
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true
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foMr. Young and L. H. Winans
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Now
of
First
"First
evont. pay t)ic freight botli
were up to the county seat last adopted
tray. This Starck ttano wnst nmks'jpii wltejtei,
locate with us.
subscribe ior the Elpsso
ways"
week.
iicn nn iww- Charley Tippens is sowing
Morning Times.
Easy P&yzwft
to
torn our (cj(T, M
Dan, Winans lost a fine cow last
wheat for R. L. Shiplet this week. irieWe ship ilirat
:n piy no cat
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the
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BUI Martin sold his yellow drivwith two additions cannot use Cheewawah heifers.
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night
Friday
Guarantee
to Jack Wilson
Delton says they run too fast ior
ing team
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to the church.
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his father lives.
they have a few cows on pasture.
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day afternoon and Saturday night
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Two new homestead filings in
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Smith
R.
J.
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Members ; of the Tucumeari Shiplet
The U. S. Land Inspector was
mill on their wagon Friday.
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Boosters Club were in town TuesNOTICE FO&. PUBLICAXIOi
out last week. Hunt up the knock
When asked what it all meant they
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said they were going, to make some
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''lick" too.
Put down your little hammer
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- Dan Cummins- - came from the
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Office,
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sion. Because oi lack oi room in
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1915.
4,
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we can.
in full speed.
Noiloe is hereby given that Dallas
the school building the primary south the other day
Notice is hereby given that Jeff T.
I asked him what had hap M. Johnson of Grady, New Mexi
I believe that any man or old
When
of Cameron, New Mexico,
the
in'
Moore,,
is
conducted,
department
said the boys bad struck who, on August 28, 1909, made Home- who, on Sept. 10, 1908, made Origl
maid who. has the nerve and Woodmen
pened.be
building.'
Hd. Entry, No. C1613, for NEI-1- . Sec.
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three
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SALE
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Township
25,
his place.
acres of land. Dan Winans.
five year proof, to establish
claim 8N, Range 34E, N. M. P. MeridL J
Dont set the price oi your land Best equipped, studio in this part , J. A. Davis is starting a hog to the land above described, before ian, has filed notice of intentiot
C. Trickey, U. S.
J.
Commissioner, to make Final five year Proof, to
too high on account of. two good of the Southwest,.
Kodak finish ranch on his claim, he having at
Grady, New Mexico, on the 21st establish claim to the land above de
will
seasons, and then your price
Mail us your brought in 13 head more this week Jay of beptamber 1915.
jng a speciality.
scribed, before J. C. Trickey, TJ.R
not sound so rediculous in ctfmpar films.
McDowell is on the sick. Claimant names as witnesses:
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